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Introduction
In this section, we propose BigSTeP by extending STeP. 
where y 
where N is the length of spatiotemporal patterns (Fig. 1B ).
131
Furthermore, BigSTeP assumes that p 
where p s,k (t) is assumed to be small relative to p Here, x = 1 : X represents x = 1, · · · , X, CH is the number of channels, S is the number of 143 subjects, and T s is the data length of subject s, which can be different across subjects. 
Eq. (3) is rewritten in a matrix form as
P is the (N × K) × CH matrix in which the common spatiotemporal patterns are concatenated across k, and it is expressed as
∆P s is the (N ×K)×CH matrix containing the deviations of the subject-specific spatiotemporal
156
patterns from the common ones, and it is expressed as
By replacing P s in Eq. (4) with Eq. (5), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
BigSTeP searches for the common spatiotemporal patterns P and their onsets U = {U s |s = 160 1 : S} that minimize the sum of all subjects' powers of the residual errors defined as
In this objective function, the power of the residual error is separately calculated for each 162 subject. This removes the need to concatenate data across subjects from the entire procedure
163
of BigSTeP and reduces the necessary memory to that of a single subject.
164
Furthermore, using the estimated U s , BigSTeP estimates the subject-specific spatiotemporal patterns P s that minimize subject s's power of the residual error defined as
2.4 Procedure
167
The procedure of BigSTeP consists of three stages (Fig. 2) . In stage 1, for each subject, we 168 apply STeP to estimate spatiotemporal patterns and their onsets. In stage 2, from the estimation 169 results of stage 1, we estimate the common spatiotemporal patterns P and their onsets U . In 170 stage 3, we estimate the subject-specific spatiotemporal patterns P s using the estimated U s .
171
These three stages are described below. 
174
Stage 2: From the estimation results of stage 1, we estimate P and U by solving the opti-175 mization problem of Eq. (6). This procedure is shown in Fig. 3 .
176
First, we match the estimation results of stage 1 across subjects. In stage 1, the order and 177 the onsets of the spatiotemporal patterns are arbitrarily determined for each subject (Takeda 178 et al., 2016). As a result, a subject's k-th spatiotemporal pattern at time t does not necessarily 179 correspond to that of another subject. Therefore, we reorder the spatiotemporal patterns and 180 adjust their onsets. We regard the spatiotemporal patterns of a subject as references and 181 then change the order and the onsets of the other subjects' spatiotemporal patterns so that the 182 differences between the reference and the other subjects' spatiotemporal patterns are minimized.
183
The matched onsets are used as the initial values in the following procedure.
184
Then, we search for the optimal P and U that minimize R(P , U ) [Eq. (6)]. Once U is 185 obtained, P that minimizes R(P , U ) is calculated by
On the other hand, once P is obtained, we can search for the onsets that reduce R(P , U ).
Therefore, we search for the optimal P and U that minimize R(P , U ) by alternately iterating 188 the updates of P and U .
189
We set all subjects'ĩ-th onsets of thek-th spatiotemporal pattern as the targets to be 190 updated. We iterate 191 p-step Update P using these onsets except for the target onsets 
195
At p-step, for each subject, an onset time series not containing the target onset τ s,k,ĩ is 196 generated by 
199
At u-step, we update the target onset for each subject. We calculate a residual error of
Because the onset time series does not assume the target onset τ s,k,ĩ ,p [r
where t is the set of time points between the previous and next onsets of the target onset [r
Otherwise, the target onset is removed by assuming the onset is not necessary within t.
206
The decision of convergence is conducted once in updating all onsets of all subjects. We 207 estimate P using all of the subjects' onsets by Eq. (8) and then calculate R(P , U ). We exit the 208 loop if R(P , U ) is not smaller than that value at the previous decision.
209
In stages 1 and 2, the onsets are separately estimated for each subject. This drastically
210
reduces the search space of the onsets compared to estimating the onsets from the concatenated 211 data across subjects. This is because estimating the onsets for each subject limits their range 212 within his/her data, while estimating the onsets from the concatenated data expands the range 213 to all of the subjects' data. In this way, BigSTeP reduces the computational cost needed to solve 214 the optimization problem.
215
<Insert Figure 3> Stage 3: Finally, we estimate P s using the estimated U s . P s that minimizes
is calculated by
Procedure to Determine Hyperparameters

218
As with STeP, BigSTeP has two hyperparameters: the number K and length N of the spatiotem-219 poral patterns. In actual application, we need to set them even though they are unknown. Here,
220
we propose a procedure to determine K and N based on the reproducibility of the common spa- setting their length to 20 and the number of channels to 10 (Fig. 4A, left) . Subject-specific 232 spatiotemporal patterns were generated by adding smoothed Gaussian white noise to the com-233 mon spatiotemporal patterns (Fig. 4A) . The smoothed noise's power was 0.1 times that of the 234 common spatiotemporal patterns. We set the length of simulated data to 1,000 and generated 235 25 onsets for each pattern using random numbers. From the onsets, the subject-specific spa-236 tiotemporal patterns, and Gaussian white noise, we generated simulated data by Eq. (2). The 237 standard deviation (SD) of the noise was 0.40, corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
238
-5. The SNR is defined as Finally, the correlation coefficients were averaged across all combinations of the 20 runs. To demonstrate the applicability of BigSTeP to a real dataset, we applied BigSTeP to over 1,000 256 subjects' rsfMRIs obtained from ABIDE I. 
Applying BigSTeP
274
To reduce the computation cost, in stages 1 and 2 we reduced the dimensions of the preprocessed 275 rsfMRIs using singular value decomposition (SVD).
276
In stage 1, we applied SVD to each subject's rsfMRI, extracted components having the 
281
In stage 2, we applied SVD to all of the subjects' rsfMRIs at once and reduced their dimen-282 sions from 41,339 to 9,440 in the same way as described above. SVD was done by performing 283 the eigenvalue decomposition of S s=1 X T s X s , where X s is the rsfMRI of subject s. From the 284 dimension-reduced rsfMRIs, we estimated the onsets of common spatiotemporal patterns.
285
Finally, from the original rsfMRIs we estimated common and subject-specific spatiotemporal 286 patterns using the estimated onsets.
287
In stage 2, we matched the estimation results of stage 1 across the subjects using the typical 288 spatiotemporal patterns as references. From the 1,041 subjects, we randomly extracted 100 289 subjects. Among the extracted subjects, we selected the subject whose patterns had minimum 290 distances with those of the other 99 subjects. We regarded the spatiotemporal patterns of the 291 selected subject as references and adjusted the other 1,040 subjects' estimation results to match 292 the references. 
Statistical Test of Common Spatiotemporal Patterns
294
After the estimation, we detected significantly large activities in the estimated common spa- 
where x and x0 g are the original and g-th null values, respectively. We tested the performances of BigSTeP using the simulated data (Fig. 4) . higher than those of stage 1 (p < 0.001, two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-ranks test) (Fig. 5B ). This
332
suggests that combining data across subjects by BigSTeP improved the estimation accuracy of 333 the subject-specific spatiotemporal patterns.
334
We tested the validity of the procedure to determine the two hyperparameters: the number This procedure was repeated 10 times, and then we averaged the correlation coefficients. to these values.
358
<Insert Figure 6> 
Estimated Common Spatiotemporal Patterns
We applied BigSTeP to all of the subjects' rsfMRIs. Fig. 7A shows the estimated common 360 spatiotemporal patterns.
361
We checked the consistency of the patterns across the subjects. For each subject and pattern,
362
we calculated the correlation coefficient between the common and subject-specific spatiotemporal 363 patterns. The correlation coefficients were sufficiently high (Fig. 7B) , indicating that the patterns 364 were consistent across the subjects.
365
We examined how frequently the patterns appeared in the rsfMRIs. For each subject and 366 pattern, we calculated the number of estimated onsets per minute. As a result, the numbers 367 were about 4 (Fig. 7C) , indicating that the patterns appeared about 4 times per minute. Their
368
SDs were sufficiently small (0.80 and 0.82 for patterns 1 and 2, respectively), indicating that the 369 patterns were not concentrated in a small portion of the subjects but ubiquitously appeared in 370 all of the subjects' rsfMRIs.
371
To examine the similarity between the common spatiotemporal patterns and the RSNs, we 
377
<Insert Figure 7> 
Relationships among Common Spatiotemporal Patterns
378
In Fig. 7D , the two common spatiotemporal patterns seem to be reversed in time and sign.
379
Pattern 1 exhibits positive activity in the DMN followed by negative activities in the visual 380 networks. In contrast, pattern 2 exhibits positive activities in the visual networks followed by 381 negative activities in the DMN. To confirm this observation, we compared pattern 1 with the 382 minus of time-reversed pattern 2 (Fig. 8) , which was generated by flipping pattern 2 in the time 383 direction and multiplying it by -1. As a result, pattern 1 more highly resembled the minus tend to propagate in the reverse order.
387
It is possible that the artifacts from BigSTeP or dGSR generated these results. To exclude 388 this possibility, we conducted the same analysis using the averaging procedure and non-GSR 389 rsfMRIs, to which neither GSR nor dGSR was applied. To extract waveforms appearing at the that the fMRI activities with opposite signs tend to propagate in the reverse order.
395
<Insert Figure 8> 
Estimated Onsets of Spatiotemporal Patterns
396
To examine the regularity in the onset timing of the patterns, we calculated the auto-and had a weak but significant tendency to appear after pattern 2, and vice versa.
409
<Insert Figure 9> 
Differences between ASDs and TDs
410
We examined the differences in the spatiotemporal patterns between ASDs and TDs.
411
The artifacts from the subjects' head motions may generate the differences between the 412 groups. To check this possibility, we first compared the magnitudes of the head motions between
413
ASDs and TDs based on the mean framewise displacement "func mean fd" in the phenotypic that head motions increase fMRI amplitudes, resulting in spurious functional connectivities.
417
Therefore, it is assumed that the larger head motions in ASDs induced the larger amplitudes in 418 their patterns.
419
We estimated the common spatiotemporal patterns for ASDs and TDs using their fMRIs 420 and onsets, and then we calculated the differences in their amplitudes (|ASD| − |TD|). 
431
Information on the significant differences is summarized in Table 1 . These differences seem 432 to be concentrated at 4 sec in pattern 1. To confirm this observation, for each time and pattern
433
we counted the significant voxels. Fig. 10B shows the number of significant voxels. The largest 434 number of significant voxels was observed at 4 sec in pattern 1, when the DMN exhibited large 435 positive activity (Fig. 7D) . These results suggest that the differences are context-dependent,
436
that is, the differences in fMRI activities between ASDs and TDs tend to occur when the DMN patterns across subjects by calculating the correlation coefficients between common and subject-474 specific spatiotemporal patterns.
475
In BigSTeP, we set the same value N for the lengths of all of the spatiotemporal patterns.
476
However, it is not necessary for the actual lengths of all spatiotemporal patterns to be exactly N ,
477
and thus they can be variable below N (Supplementary Material). Indeed, the spatiotemporal 478 patterns used in the simulation test had variable lengths below N (Fig. 4A, left) . changed with time, such as propagating waves (Fig. 7A) . Because the subjects include 491
483
ASDs and 550 TDs with ages of 16.62 ± 7.69 years, the patterns reflect the fMRI activities of 484 these groups mainly in adolescence.
485
The common spatiotemporal patterns include the spatial patterns resembling those of the 486 default mode, sensorimotor, auditory, and visual networks (Fig. 7D ). This suggests that these mechanism underlying this result remains to be elucidated.
504
By comparing the spatiotemporal patterns between ASDs and TDs, we examined the ob-505 served differences between the groups (Fig. 10) . The rsfMRIs were recorded at different sites 
511
At the right prefrontal cortex, the thalamus, and the PCC in pattern 1, ASDs exhibited 512 smaller amplitudes than did TDs (Fig. 10A) . The smaller amplitudes in ASDs are inconsistent (Fig. 10C) , the smaller amplitudes at the PCC in ASDs (Fig. 10A) . Taking these reports into account, the smaller amplitudes at these 526 regions in ASDs (Fig. 10A ) are assumed to be associated with their deficits in social cognition.
527
The differences tended to occur at 4 sec in pattern 1 (Fig. 10B) , when the DMN exhibited 528 large positive activity (Fig. 7D ). This result suggests context-dependent differences: The differ- differences is considered reasonable.
534
In summary, BigSTeP provided inspiring suggestions and hypotheses regarding rsfMRIs,
535
implying the usefulness of BigSTeP in data-driven and hypothesis-generating research. patterns from multi-subject resting-state data. In 1, for each subject, we apply STeP to estimate spatiotemporal patterns and their onsets. In 2, from estimation results of stage 1, we estimate common spatiotemporal patterns and their onsets. In 3, we estimate subject-specific spatiotemporal patterns using onsets estimated in stage 2. Functional connectivity within DMN calculated from reconstructed fMRIs using subject-specific spatiotemporal patterns and their onsets. Pairwise correlation coefficients averaged within DMN are shown. Error bars represent their SDs across subjects.
